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Suppose that (X, d ) is a compact metric space and that + is a regular Borel
measure on X. Let Lip(X ) denote the collection of Lipschitz functions on X. In this
paper, we investigate the problem of simultaneous diagonalization of the multiplica-
tion operators [Mf : f # Lip(X )] on L2(X, +) modulo norm ideals of compact
operators.  1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
The roots of our investigation can be traced back to a theorem of
H. Weyl published in 1909. Weyl proved in [23] that, on a separable
Hilbert space, every self-adjoint operator is the sum of a diagonal self-
adjoint operator and a compact operator. This result was strengthened by
J. von Neumann in 1935 to the extent that one can actually require that
the compact summand be a Hilbert-Schmidt operator and that its Hilbert-
Schmidt norm be arbitrarily small [15]. It was later discovered that one
can even require that this compact operator belong to any symmetrically
normed ideal of compact operators other than the trace class [14].
On the other hand, it is a consequence of the now well-known Kato
Rosenblum theorem [12,16] that if the absolutely continuous part of a
self-adjoint operator is non-trivial, then it cannot be diagonalized modulo
the trace class. However R. Carey and J. Pincus showed that every purely
singular self-adjoint operator is the sum of a diagonal operator and a trace
class operator [5].
The theorems of Weyl, von Neumann and Berg eventually led to the
celebrated BDF theory [3, 8]. (Also see [22] for the latest development.)
In this connection, D. Voiculescu generalized Weyl’s theorem to a non-
commutative setting [18]. But when applied to the setting of commuting
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tuples of self-adjoint operators, the same technique yielded a series of
results which had previously been elusive. In [19, 20, 21] and in [1, 7],
Voiculescu and his coauthors investigated the diagonlization, and the
obstruction thereto, of commuting tuples modulo various norm ideals.
Thanks to their efforts, we now know, for example, that every normal
operator can be diagonalized modulo not only the Hilbert-Schmidt class
but also any norm ideal which is not contained in C2&0 . (Cp&0 denotes the
norm ideal defined in terms of the weight sequence [n&( p&1)p]n=1 .) On
the other hand, a normal operator may not be diagonalizable modulo C2&0
itself.
What originally motivated the present investigation were three aspects of
Voiculescu’s results which can be further developed. First, although
Voiculescu’s diagonalization theorems in [19] are valid for linear spaces of
commuting operators possessing a countable algebraic basis, they do not
provide effective norm control beyond that for a finite tuple. In other
words, these really are theorems for tuples. A question that one may
immediately raise is what if one has a space of commuting operators to
diagonalize which does not possess a countable basis? Our second concern
was about the validity of the existing diagonalization theorems under func-
tional calculus. As Voiculescu pointed out in [19], his results are preserved
under smooth functional calculus of the operators in question. On the other
hand, it is quite obvious that these theorems are not valid under con-
tinuous functional calculus. But what about other functional calculi? What
about Lipschitz functional calculus in particular? The third question that
we would like to raise is that when diagonalizing a family of operators
modulo a norm ideal, what can one say about the eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors involved? As it turns out, the eigenvalues are quite easy to handle
within the essential spectrum thanks to a permutation lemma of P. Halmos
[11]. But one cannot even begin to address the question of eigenvectors
unless the abstract underlying Hilbert space is represented as a concrete
space such as an L2.
We will approach diagonalization modulo norm ideals in the following
way. We know that the multiplicity of the operator or the family of
operators to be diagonalized plays an inconsequential role so long as one
can control the perturbing operator or the family of perturbing operators.
That is, it suffices to consider multiplication operators on L2 spaces. There-
fore we will start with L2(X, +), where X is a compact metric space and +
is a regular Borel measure on X. Furthermore, an isolated point mass for
+ produces an eigenvalue for every Mf . Therefore we only need to consider
those +’s which have no isolated point masses. We denote the collection of
such +’s on X by Mess(X ). Since there is a metric on X, there are Lipschitz
functions on X, the collection of which we will denote by Lip(X ). Our main
goal is to investigate the simultaneous diagonalizability of the family of
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multiplication operators [Mf : f # Lip(X )] on L2(X, +) modulo various
ideals.
We know that norm ideals can be intrinsically defined in terms of sym-
metric gauge functions [10, 17]. That is, they can be defined independently
of the underlying Hilbert space. Therefore our investigation will concen-
trate on the match-up between the measure + and the norm ideal modulo
which the diagonalization of [Mf : f # Lip(X )] is attempted.
More precisely, the following are the general questions we ask: Given
a norm ideal C of compact operators on L2(X, +) and an arbitrary
=>0, do there exist a sequence [xk]k=1 in X and a unitary operator
U: L2(X, +)  l2+ such that
Mf&U*diag( f (xk))k=1 U # C
and
&Mf&U*diag( f (xk))k=1 U&C=L( f )
for every f # Lip(X )? Furthermore, is it possible to choose U in such a way
that the eigen-functions of the diagonal operators U*diag( f (xk))k=1 U are
bounded? In the event that the answers to both questions are yes, we will
say that + is C-discrete.
Clearly, the C-discreteness of a measure + not only implies the simul-
taneous diagonalizability of the operators [Mf : f # Lip(X )] on L2(X, +)
modulo C but also addresses in this setting the three questions raised
earlier.
We will show in Section 6 that for 1<p<, if the p-dimensional
Hausdorff measure of X is finite, then every + # Mess(X ) is Cp -discrete, where
Cp is the Schatten p-class. This strengthens and generalizes Voiculescu’s
result that for every integer n2, every commuting n-tuple of self-adjoint
operators can be diagonalized modulo Cn [19]. However, while n-tuples
can always be diagonalized modulo ideals smaller than Cn when n2 [1],
for any C which does not contain Cp , the condition that the p-dimensional
Hausdorff measure of X be finite in general does not seem to guarantee
that every + # Mess(X ) is C-discrete. This is mainly because the n-dimen-
sional LebesgueHausdorff measure mn on any cube Q in Rn behaves very
nicely: If x # Q, then the ratio mn([ y # Q: |x&y|r])rn is bounded from
below by a constant greater than 0. But for an arbitrary X with Hp(X )<,
where Hp denotes the p-dimensional Hausdorff measure, there is very little
one can say about the asymptotical behavior of the ratio Hp(B(x, r))r p.
We will also give a sufficient condition for Cp&0-discreteness in Section 6.
In [1], Bercovici and Voiculescu proved that every commuting n-tuple
of self-adjoint operators can be simultaneously diagonalized modulo any
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norm ideal of compact operators which is not contained in Cn&0. We will
show in Section 7 that for 1p<, if there is a measure | on X such that
0<lim inf
r a 0
|(B(x, r))
r p

for every x # X, then every + # Mess(X ) is C-discrete provided that C is not
contained in Cp&0. (If X is any cube in Rk, then the above condition is
obviously satisfied with p=k and | being the k-dimensional Lebesgue
measure.) An immediate corollary of this is that if there is a c>0 such that
+(B(x, r))cr p for all x and r, then + is C-discrete for every C not con-
tained in Cp&0. On the other hand, David and Voiculescu showed that if
+ is a measure on Rn such that +(B(x, r))Cr p with some C>0, then the
tuple [Mx1 , ..., Mxn] of multiplication by the coordinate functions on
L2(Rn, +) cannot be simultaneously diagonalized modulo Cp&0 itself [7].
In Section 8 we consider diagonalization modulo Cp and modulo Cp+0
(=the dual of Cp( p&1)&0 when 1<p<). We will show that in order for
+ to be Cp -discrete (respectively, Cp+0-discrete), 1<p<, it is sufficient
that
0<lim inf
r a 0
+(B(x, r))
r p’(r)
 +-a.e.,
where ’ is any increasing, non-negative, continuous function on [0,1] such
that
|
1
0
(’(t))1( p&1)
t
dt= \respectively, |
1
0
(’(t))1p
t
dt=+ .
Here ’(r) corrects the mismatch between the primary growth rate r p of the
measure density and the ideals in question. To provide a contrast to these
results, we will show that if * is a regular Borel measure on a compact sub-
set K of [0, 1] such that the inequality
|
1
0
*(B(x, t))
t
dt<
holds on a set of positive measure, then the triple (Mx , My , Mz) of the
operators of multiplication by the coordinate functions on L2([0, 1]_
[0, 1]_K, m2_*) cannot be simultaneously diagonalized C2 . In Section 9
we will construct such * which has the additional property that m2_* is
C2+0-discrete.
The sections which we have not yet mentioned will be organized as
follows. Section 1 contains preliminaries. We show in Section 2 that for any
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X and +, diag( f (xk))k=1 can be extracted as a direct summand from Mf
simultaneously for all f # Lip(X ) modulo the trace class on L2(X, +). This
accomplishes what is the easier half of the diagonalization process. The rest
of the paper is about how to accomplish the more difficult half, i.e., extract-
ing Mf as a direct summand from diag( f (xk))k=1 modulo various ideals.
Sections 3 and 4 contain technical tools for diagonalization. In Section 5
we prove that if C is a norm ideal, if X has the property that every
+ # Mess(X ) is C-discrete, and if Y is the image of X under a Lipschitz map,
then Y also has the property that every & # Mess(Y ) is C-discrete.
1. PRELIMINARIES
In this paper, all measures are assumed to be positive. Suppose that X
is a compact Hausdorff space and that + is a regular Borel measure on X.
Recall that the support of + is the smallest compact subset 7/X such that
+(7)=+(X ). Also recall that such a 7 always exists. We will use the
symbol 7(+) to denote the support of +. We define the essential support
of + to be 7(+) minus its isolated points. We denote the essential support
of + by 7ess(+). Thus a point x # 7(+) belongs to 7ess(+) if and only if every
neighborhood of x has a non-empty intersection with 7(+)"[x].
Any point z # 7(+)"7ess(+) is necessarily a point mass for +. Further-
more, each z # 7(+)"7ess(+) has an open neighborhood V such that
+(V)=+([z]). By contrast, every point x # 7ess(+) has the property that for
any open set U containing x, the set [/E: E is any Borel set contained in
U] spans an infinite dimensional space in L p(X, +) for any 1p. We
will use this property in a crucial way. Since 7(+)"7ess(+) consists of
isolated point masses of +, one can ignore it when diagonalizing multiplica-
tion operators on L2(X, +). In other words, for our purpose, we may as
well only consider those + for which 7(+)"7ess(+)=<.
For a given compact Hausdorff space X, we denote the collection of
regular Borel measures + on X with the property 7(+)=7ess(+) by
Mess(X ).
Let (X, d ) be a compact metric space. For any x # X and r>0, let B(x, r)
denote the open ball [ y # X: d(x, y)<r]. A complex-valued function f on
X is said to be a Lipschitz function (with respect to the metric d ) if
L( f )=sup { | f (x)&f ( y)|d(x, y) : x, y # X, x{y=<.
Let Lip(X ) denote the collection of Lipschitz functions on X.
Recall that in a compact metric space (X, d ), a sequence (of not
necessarily distinct elements) [x1 , ..., xn , ...] is said to be recurrent if, for
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any k, the subsequence [xk+1, ..., xk+n , ...] is dense in X. Sharpening an
earlier result of von Neumann, Halmos proved the following permutation
lemma in [11].
Lemma 1.1. Suppose that [x1 , ..., xn , ...] and [ y1 , ..., yn , ...] are two
recurrent sequences in a compact metric space (X, d ). Then for any =>0, there
is a permutation ? of the natural numbers such that n=1 d(xn , y?(n))<=.
For any non-empty subset E of a metric space (X, d ), we denote the
diameter of E by d(E). That is,
d(E)=sup[d(x, y) : x, y # E].
The diameter of the empty set is of course defined to be 0. Suppose that the
metric space (X, d ) is _-compact. Recall that for a Boral set B/X, its
p-dimensional Hausdorff measure is defined by the formula
Hp(B)=lim
$ a 0
inf { :

n=1
[d(En)] p : B/ .

n=1
En , d(En)$ for every n= .
All Hilbert spaces in this paper are assumed to be complex and separable.
The collection of compact operators on a Hilbert space H will be denoted
by C(H ). Recall that a norm ideal1 of compact operators on H is a linear
subspace C/C(H ) which is equipped with a norm & } &C and has the
following properties:
(i) For any bounded operators A, B on H and any T # C, ATB # C
and &ATB&C&A& &T&C &B&.
(ii) If T # C, then T* # C and &T*&C=&T&C .
(iii) With norm & } &C , C is a Banach space.
(iv) &T&&T&C for every T # C, and the equality holds whenever
rank(T)=1.
(v) C{[0].
For a norm ideal C, we denote the closure of [T # C : rank(T )<]
with respect to the norm & } &C by C (0). It is easy to see that with the
inherited norm & } &C (0)=& } &C , C (0) is also a norm ideal.
To each compact operator A there corresponds a sequence s1(A)
s2(A) } } } sn(A) } } } of non-negative numbers. These are the so-called
s-numbers [10] and defined as follows: If rank(A)=, then this sequence
is simply a descending arrangement of the nonzero eigenvalues of |A| count-
ing multiplicity. If rank(A)=N<, then s1(A), ... sN(A) are a descending
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arrangement of the nonzero eigenvalues of |A| counting multiplicity and
the other sn(A)’s are zero.
Let H be a Hilbert space. For each 1p<, let Cp&0(H ), Cp(H ) and
Cp+0(H ) denote the norm ideals consisting of the compact operators T on
H satisfying the conditions
&T&p&0= :

n=1
sn(T )
n1&1p
<,
&T&p=(tr((T*T ) p2))1p<,
&T&p+0=sup
n
(s1(T )+ } } } +sn(T ))(1&1p+ } } } +n&1p)<
respectively. We will write Cp&0 , Cp , Cp+0 and C instead of Cp&0(H ),
Cp(H ), Cp+0(H ) and C(H ) whenever the omission of the underlying
Hilbert space does not cause confusion. The ideal Cp is usually referred to
as the Schatten p-class.
In this paper, C 0 (R) denotes the collection of compactly supported C
-
functions on R. For each . # C 0 (R), let C.= R |t  R .(*)e
&it* d*| dt2?.
The next lemma, which will be absolutely crucial for us later on, appears
in [21] as Lemma 1.4. Similar versions of it can also be found in [4, 6].
Lemma 1.2. Suppose that C is a norm ideal of compact operators on a
Hilbert space H. Suppose that A is a bounded self-adjoint operator on H and
that B is a bounded operator on H. If [A, B]=AB&BA # C, then for any
. # C 0 (R), we have [.(A), B] # C and
&[.(A), B]&CC.&[A, B]&C .
As usual, l2+ denotes the Hilbert space of complex sequences
[a1 , ..., an , ...] satisfying n=1 |an |
2<. Let l0+ denote the linear subspace
of l2+ which consists of all the sequences with only a finite number of non-
zero terms. That is,
l0+=[[a1 , ..., an , 0, ..., 0, ...]: n # N, a1 , ..., an # C].
Given a bounded sequence of complex numbers c1 , ..., cn , ..., let diag(cj)j=1
be the operator on l2+ defined by the formula
diag(cj)j=1[a1 , ..., an , ...]=[c1 a1 , ..., cnan , ...].
As usual, the operator of multiplication by a function f will be denoted
by Mf .
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Definition 1.3. Suppose that (X, d ) is a compact metric space and that
+ is a nonzero regular Borel measure on X whose support and essential
support coincide. Suppose that C is a norm ideal of compact operators on
L2(X, +). Then + is said to be C-discrete if for any =>0, there exist a
recurrent sequence y1 , ..., yn , ... in 7(+)=7ess(+) and a unitary operator
U: L2(X, +)  l2+ which have the following properties:
(i) U*l0+/L
(X, +).
(ii) For any f # Lip(X ), Mf &U* diag( f ( yn))n=1 U # C and
&Mf&U* diag( f ( yn))n=1 U&C=L( f ).
This definition implies something slightly stronger; the following proposi-
tion is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.1.
Proposition 1.4. Let (X, d ) be a compact metric space and let
+ # Mess(X ). Suppose that C is a norm ideal of compact operators on
L2(X, +). Then the statements (a) and (b) below are equivalent.
(a) The measure + is C-discrete.
(b) For any given =>0 and any given recurrent sequence [xn] in
7(+)=7ess(+), there exists a unitary operator U : L2(X, +)  l2+ which has
the following properties:
(i) U*l0+/L
(X, +).
(ii) For any f # Lip(X ), Mf&U* diag( f (xn))n=1 U # C and
&Mf &U* diag( f (xn))n=1 U&C=L( f ).
We end the section with a lemma which, although elementary, will be
used repeatedly.
Lemma 1.5. Suppose that (X, d ) is a compact metric space and that + is
a regular Borel measure on X.
(i) Suppose that E1 , ..., Ek are pairwise disjoint Borel subsets of X.
Let P be the orthogonal projection from L2(X, +) onto the linear span of
[/E1 , ..., /Ek]. Then for any f # C(X ),
&[P, Mf]&2 max
1jk
sup[ | f (x)&f ( y)| : x, y # Ej].
(ii) For each n # N, let E(n, 1), ..., E(n, kn) be pairwise disjoint Borel
subsets of X such that +(X "knj=1 E(n, j))=0. Let Pn denote the orthogonal
projection from L2(X, +) onto the linear span of [/E(n, 1) , ..., /E(n, kn)]. If
lim
n  
max
1jkn
d(E(n, j))=0,
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then the sequence [Pn] strongly converges to the identity operator on
L2(X, +).
Proof. (i) This follows from the disjointness of E1 , ..., Ek and the
simple observation that [Mf , /Ej /Ej]=[Mf&f (xj) , /Ej /Ej] where
xj # Ej .
(ii) Let f # C(X ). It suffices to show that limn   & f &Pn f &=0. It
follows from (i) and the uniform continuity of f that &[Mf , Pn]&  0 as
n  . Let 1 denote the function which assumes the constant value 1
on X. The assumption +(X"knj=1 E(n, j))=0 implies that Pn1=1. Hence
f&Pn f=(Mf &PnMf )1=(Mf Pn&PnMf)1  0 in the L2-norm. K
2. EXTRACTING DIAGONAL OPERATORS
Our approach to the diagonalization of [Mf : f # Lip(X )] modulo a given
norm ideal C is quite straightforward: We first try to extract a copy of
diag( f (xn))n=1 from Mf modulo C and then try to extract a copy of Mf from
diag( f (xn))n=1 . As it turns out, the first step can be accomplished uncondi-
tionally; in fact we can always extract a copy of diag( f (xn))n=1 from Mf
modulo the trace class. It is the much more difficult second step which
requires the use of the properties of C and + and which in general cannot be
accomplished unconditionally. Let us take care of the first step here.
Suppose that + is a regular Borel measure on a compact Hausdorff
space X. A linear subspace V in L2(X, +) is said to have property (0) if
for any open set W/X with 7ess(+) & W{<, the dimension of the linear
subspace
[ f # V : f =0 a.e. on X"W with respect to +]
in L2(X, +) is infinite. Among the obvious examples of linear subspaces of
L2(X, +) which have property (0) are C(X ) and L(X, +).
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that (X, d ) is a compact metric space and that +
is a regular Borel measure on X. Let x1 , ..., xn , ... be a sequence of (not
necessarily distinct) elements in 7ess(+). Let V be a linear subspace of
L2(X, +) which has property (0). Suppose that V0 is a linear subspace of V
possessing a countable algebraic basis. Then for any =>0, there exists a
unitary operator U: L2(X, +)  L2(X, +)l2+ which has the following
properties:
(1) For every f # Lip(X ), &Mf &U*[Mf diag( f (xn))n=1]U&1
=L( f ).
(2) U*[V0l0+]/V.
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Proof. Let [x(i, j) : (i, j) # N_N] be the array such that x(i, j)=xi for
every pair (i, j) # N_N. Let b: N  N_N be a bijection. Suppose that V0
is the linear span of [g1 , ..., gn , ...]. For each k # N, let Ek=[ f # V : f=0
+-a.e. on X"B(xb(k) , =2k+3)]. Because V is assumed to have property (0)
and because xb(k) # 7ess(+), each Ek is an infinite dimensional subspace in
L2(X, +).
We claim that there is an orthonormal set [.(i, j): (i, j) # N_N] such
that .b(k) # Ek/V for every k # N and such that (gj , .b(n)) =0 whenever
jn. In fact since dim (E1)=, there is a unit vector .b(1) # E1 such that
(g1 , .b(1)) =0. Suppose that we have found .b(1) , ..., .b(n) . Since
dim (En+1)=, there is a unit vector .b(n+1) # En+1 such that .b(n+1) =
[.b(1) , ..., .b(n) , g1 , ..., gn+1]. Therefore we obtain the orthonormal set
[.(i, j) : (i, j) # N_N] by induction.
For each i # N, let Mi be the closure of the linear span of [.(i, j) : j # N].
We have the orthogonal decomposition
L2(X, +)=[M1 } } } Mj } } } ]N.
Let U :L2(X, +)L2(X, +)l2+ be the unitary operator defined as follows:
U | N is the identity operator. For any i1 and j2, U.(i, j)=.(i, j&1) .
For any i # N, U.(i, 1)=ei , where ei is the sequence in l2+ whose i-th term
is 1 and whose other terms are 0.
Since l0+ is the linear span of [e1 , ..., en , ...] and since .(i, j) # V, we
have U*l0+/V. Given g # V0 , let us write g=(g&

k=1 (g, .b(k)) .b(k))
+k=1 (g, .b(k)) .b(k) . Because each gj is orthogonal to all but a finite
number of .b(k) ’s and because g is a finite linear combination of gj ’s, there
are only a finite number of nonzero terms in the sum k=1 (g, .b(k)).b(k) .
Therefore the sum U* i, j (g, .(i, j)) .(i, j)=i, j (g, .(i, j)) .(i, j+1) has
only a finite number of nonzero terms and belongs to V. Since
g&k=1 (g, .b(k)) .b(k) # N, we have U*(g&

k=1 (g, .b(k)) .b(k))=
g&k=1 (g, .b(k)) .b(k) , which also belongs to V. Hence (2) is verified.
Let P : L2(X, +)  j=1 Mj be the orthogonal projection and let
Q=1&P. For each f # Lip(X ), let Sf be the diagonal operator on L2(X, +)
such that
Sf .(i, j)= f (xi).(i, j)= f (x(i, j)).(i, j) , (i, j) # N_N,
and such that Sf =0 on N. Then (Mf &Sf) P.b(k)=( f & f (xb(k))).b(k) . By
definition, .b(k)=0 a.e. on X"B(xb(k) , =2k+3). Therefore
&(Mf &Sf) P.b(k)&sup [ | f (x)&f (xb(k))| : d(x, xb(k))<=2k+3]
=L( f )2k+3.
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Since (Mf &Sf)P=0 on N and [.b(k) : k # N]=[.(i, j) : (i, j) # N_N] is
an orthonormal basis for j=1 Mj=PL
2(X, +)=L2(X, +)N, we have
&(Mf&Sf)P&1 :

k=1
&(Mf&Sf) P.b(k)&=L( f )8.
Because j=1 Mj is invariant under Sf , we have
&PMf Q&1=&QMf P&1=&Q(Mf &Sf)P&1&(Mf&Sf)P&1=L( f )8.
From the above inequalities and the identity Sf=PSf P we conclude that
&Mf &(Sf +QMf Q)&1=&P(Mf &Sf )P+PMf Q+QMf P&1
=L( f )2. (2.1)
Because U[Sf +QMf Q]U*=[Sf +QMf Q]diag( f (xn))n=1 , we have
&[Mf diag( f (xn))n=1]&U[Sf +QMf Q]U*&1
=&Mf &(Sf +QMf Q)&1=L( f )2.
Property (1) follows from (2.1) and this inequality. K
3. EXTRACTING Mf
The techniques we use in this section are similar to those in [19, Sect. 2].
Because we do have to ensure the boundedness of eigen-functions as well
as provide & } &C -estimates in terms of L( f ), some extra care must be take.
On the other hand, the similarty to [19, Sect. 2] allows us to be somewhat
sketchy with our proofs in this section.
Throughout this section, (X, d ) denotes a compact metric space and
+ # Mess(X ). That is, + is a regular Borel measure on X whose support and
essential support coincide. There exist finite (measure-theoretical) parti-
tions Pn=[E(n, 1), ..., E(n, kn)], n=1, 2, ... of X which have the following
properties:
(i) Each E(n, j) is a Borel set with +(E(n, j))>0.
(ii) For any given n, if i, j # [1, ..., kn] and i{j, then E(n, i) &
E(n, j)=<.
(iii) max1jkn d(E(n, j))1n for every n.
(iv) +(X"knj=1 E(n, j))=0 for every n.
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(v) For any given n and 1 jkn+1, each E(n+1, j) is contained
in some E(n, i).
From these it follows that the partitions also have the property:
(vi) For any given n and 1ikn , there exist j1 , ..., jp(i) # [1, ..., kn+1]
such that E(n, i)#p(i)&=1 E(n+1, j&) and +(E(n, i)"p(i)&=1 E(n+1, j&))=0.
For each n=1, 2, ..., let Ln be the linear span of [/E(n, 1) , ..., /E(n, kn)] in
L2(X, +) and let Pn : L2(X, +)  Ln be the orthogonal projection. Let
L= .

n=1
Ln .
The linear subspace L of L2(X, +) has the property (0) introduced in
the preceding section. Indeed if W is an open subset of X which con-
tains an x* # 7ess(+), then there is an n0 # N such that B(x*, 2n0)/W.
One easily checks that the linear span of [/E(n, j) : 1jkn , nn0+1,
E(n, j) & B(x*, 1n0){<] has an infinite dimension and is contained in
[’ # L: ’=0 a.e. on X"W with respect to +].
It is easy to verify that for any n # N and j # [1, ..., kn], there is an
orthonormal basis in L2(E(n, j), +) whose linear span is precisely /E(n, j)L.
Fix a point x(n, j) in each E(n, j) & 7ess(+), which is not empty. For any
g # C(X ), let Dng be the operator of multiplication by the simple function
knj=1 g(x(n, j))/E(n, j) on L
2(X, +). Notice that Dng is a diagonal operator.
By the preceding paragraph, we see that there exist a sequence
[zn1 , ..., z
n
k , ...],
which is obtained from [x(n, 1), ..., x(n, kn)] by repeating each x(n, j) as
many times as the dimension of /E(n, j)L2(X, +), and a unitary operator
Un : L2(X, +)  l2+ such that
Un*l0+=L and D
n
g=Un* diag(g(z
n
k))

k=1 Un (3.1)
for every g # C(X ). Let
H =L2(X, +)L2(X, +) } } } L2(X, +) } } } ,
the orthogonal sum of denumerable copies of L2(X, +). For each n=
1, 2, ..., let L n be the linear subspace [.1  } } } .n00 } } } :
.1 , ..., .n # Ln]. Let L =n=1 L n . Then, of course, L is dense in H . For
each g # C(X ), define
Dg=D1g D
2
g } } } D
n
g } } }
on H .
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Lemma 3.1. There exist a recurrent sequence [zn] in 7(+)=7ess(+)
and a unitary operator U: H  l2+ such that U*l
0
+=L and Dg=U*
diag(g(zn))n=1U for every g # C(X ).
Proof. Let {: N_N  N be a bijection and define z{(n, k)=znk . Note
that for every n0 # N, &=n0 [x(&, 1), ..., x(&, k&)] is dense in 7ess(+).
Therefore the sequence [zn] is recurrent in 7(+)=7ess(+). Define
W : l2+  l
2
+l
2
+ } } } l
2
+ } } } by the formula W n, k a{(n, k) e{(n, k)=
n=1 [k a{(n, k)ek], where ej is the element in l
2
+ whose j-th component
is 1 and whose other components are 0. Then W diag(g(zj))j=1 W*=
n=1 [diag(g(z
n
k))

k=1] and
Wl0+=[u1 } } } uk0 } } } 0 } } } : k # N, u1 , ..., uk # l
0
+].
We simply set U*=[n=1 Un*]W. Now the conclusion follows from
(3.1). K
Choose a sequence S1 , ..., Sn , ... of pairwise disjoint infinite subsets of N
such that min[i : i # Sn]n for every n. For each n # N, let {n : N  Sn be
a bijection. Let Vn : H  H be the isometry defined by the formula
Vn (u1  } } } uk  } } } )=un1 } } } u
n
k } } } ,
where un{n ( j)=uj for all j # N and u
n
k=0 if k  Sn .
For each g # C(X ), define the operator
M g=Mg  } } } Mg  } } }
on H . It is obvious that [M g , Vn] = 0 and that &(M g&Dg)u& &u&
sup& # Sn &Mg&D
&
g & for u # VnH . But &Mg&D&g &max1 jk& sup[ | g( y)&
g(x(&, j))| : y # E(&, j)]. Hence if f # Lip(X ), then
&Vn M f &Df Vn&=&(M f &Df)Vn&L( f ) sup
& # Sn
max
1 jk&
d(E(&, j)). (3.2)
If C is a norm ideal on L2(X, +), then there is a corresponding norm
ideal C on H . In fact if R is any unitary operator from L2(X, +) onto H ,
then C =RCR* and &RTR*&C =&T&C for every T # C. That is, C and C
are unitarily equivalent and determine the same symmetric gauge function
[10,17]. The sole purpose of the tilde is to remind ourselves of the fact that
C consists of operators on H .
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that C is a norm ideal of compact operators on
L2(X, +). Suppose that for any N # N , there exist an N$N and a
finite-rank positive operator B such that PNBPN$ and &[B, Mf]&C
L( f )N, f # Lip(X ). Then the following hold true:
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(1) For any =>0, there is a unitary operator U: L2(X, +)H  H
such that U*L =LL and such that for every f # Lip(X ), U[Mf Df]
U*&Df # C (0) and &U[MfDf] U*&Df&C =L( f ).
(2) The measure + is C (0)-discrete. More precisely, for any =>0, there
is a unitary operator U= : L2(X, +)  H such that U =*L /L and such that
for every f # Lip(X ), Mf&U =*Df U= # C (0) and &Mf&U=*Df U=&C=L( f ).
Proof. Let us first prove (2) assuming (1). We have already shown that
the linear subspace L of L2(X, +) has property (0). And L has a count-
able algebraic basis. It follows from Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.1 that for
any given =>0, there is a unitary operator V : L2(X, +)  L2(X, +)H
such that &Mf &V*(Mf Df)V&1=L( f )2 for every f # Lip(X ) and
V*(LL )/L. Therefore (2) follows from (1) and another application
of Lemma 3.1.
Let us now prove (1). Let P n : H  L n be the orthogonal projection. It
is easy to deduce from the assumptions of the lemma that for each N # N,
there is a finite-rank operator TN0 on H which has the following proper-
ties:
(a) P NTNP N$ for some N$N. Consequently TN L N$/L N$ .
(b) &[TN , M f]&C L( f )N, f # Lip(X ).
We may further require that
(c) &[(1&T N2 )
12, M f]&C L( f )N, f # Lip(X ).
To justify the last assertion, we need to construct an h # C 0 (R) satisfying
the conditions 0h1, h=1 on [12, 32], h=0 on (&, 14], and
(1&h2)12 is a C-function on R. To do this we take a C-function ’ on
R such that 0’1, ’=0 on [12, 32], and ’=1 on (&, 14] _
[2, ). Then the function h=1&’2 satisfies the first three conditions. To
verify the fourth, we note that (1&h2)12=(1+h)12’. Now let  # C 0 (R)
be such that =(1&h2)12 on [&1, 2]. Thus (1&(h(TN))2)12=(TN).
And PNh(TN)PN$ because h=1 near 1 and h=0 near 0. With Lemma
1.2 at our disposal, replacing [TN] by [h(TCN)] with a suitable C if
necessary, we may require (c) to hold true.
Given an =>0, let us construct an isometry Y: H  H such that
YL /L , YM f&Df Y # C (0) and &YM f&Df Y&C =L( f )6 for every
f # Lip(X ). For this purpose we pick positive integers N1<N$1<N2<
N$2< } } } <Nk<N$k< } } } such that
3 :

k=1
1
Nk

=
6
(3.3)
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and 0TNkP N$kTNk+1PN$k+1 for every k. Define Ak=TNk(1&T
2
Nk&1)
12
for k2 and A1=TN1 . By (b) and (c), for f # Lip(X ) and k2,
&[Ak , M f]&C (Nk
&1+N &1k&1) L( f ). (3.4)
Now let 0<&1<&2< } } } <&k< } } } be a sequence of integers such that
rank(Ak) sup
n # S&k
max
1 jkn
d(E(n, j))rank(Ak)min[n : n # S&k]1Nk .
(Such &k ’s exist because of the property (iii) of the partitions and the
assumption min[k : k # Sn]n.) It follows from (3.2) that if f # Lip(X ),
then
rank(Ak) &V&k M f&DfV&k &L( f )Nk . (3.5)
Define Y=k=1 V&k Ak . Then for f # Lip(X ), it follows from (3.3), (3.4)
and (3.5) that
&YM f &Df Y&C  :

k=1
(&V&k [Ak , M f]&C +&(V&k M f &Df V&k)Ak&C )
=L( f )6.
Since the ranks of V&k[Ak , M f] and (V&kM f &Df V&k)Ak are finite, we have
YM f &Df Y # C (0). When k{k$, the range of V&k is orthogonal to that of
V&k$ . Because TNk TNk+1=TNk+1 TNk=TNk , we have A
2
k+1=T 2Nk+1&T
2
Nk.
Therefore Y*Y=k=1 Ak*V*&k V&k Ak=

k=1 A
2
k=1. That is, Y is an
isometry.
Define Q=YY*. By the estimate for &YM f &DfY&C we have
&YM fY*&DfQ&C =L( f )6 and &(1&Q) Df Q&C =L( f )6. Therefore
[YM f Y*+(1&Q) Df (1&Q)]&Df # C (0),
(3.6)
&[YM f Y*+(1&Q) Df (1&Q)]&Df&C =L( f )2.
Let U1: H  H  (1&Q)H be the unitary operator defined by the formula
U1v=[Y*Qv][(1&Q)v]=[Y*v][(1&Q)v].
Define U2: H  (1&Q)H  L2(X, +)H  (1&Q)H to be the unitary
operator
U2[(u1 u2  } } } ) (1&Q)v]=u1 [(u2u3  } } } ) (1&Q)v],
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uj # L2(X, +), v # H . Let U3 denote the unitary operator 1U1* from
L2(X, +)[H  (1&Q)H ] to L2(X, +)H . Let U=U1*U2*U3* . With
(3.6) in mind, one easily verifies
Df &U[MfDf]U* # C (0) and &Df &U[MfDf]U*&C =L( f ).
If Nj&1>n, then P nTNj&11, and, therefore L n/ker(1&T
2
Nj&1)
12.
Thus Aj L n=[0] if Nj&1>n. Therefore if u # L n , then Yu=k=1 V&k Aku
only has a finite number of nonzero terms. Since the range of TNk is con-
tained in L Nk , so is that of Ak . It is obvious that each V& preserves L .
Hence YL /L .
Note that a vector of the form u1 } } } uj00 } } } 0 } } } is
orthogonal to the range of the isometry V&k whenever min[n: n # S&k]j.
Hence for any given ! # L N , the sum Y*!=k=1 AkV&k ! has at most a
finite number of nonzero terms. On the other hand, what the operator V&k
does to a vector u1u2  } } } # H is that some of the components uj are
eliminated and the rest are rearranged. Hence V&k ! # L . Since Ak preserves
L , we conclude that Y*! # L . We know that Y preserves L . Therefore
both Q!=YY*! and (1&Q)! belong to L . Once this is clear, one easily
verifies U*L =LL by tracking the definitions of the operators
involved. This completes our proof. K
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that C is a norm ideal of compact operators on
L2(X, +).
(a) If + is C-discrete, then there exists a sequence [Qn] of finite-rank
orthogonal projections on L2(X, +) such that limn   Qn=1 in the strong
operator topology and
lim
n  
sup[&[Qn , Mf]&C : f # Lip(X ), L( f )1]=0.
(b) Suppose that there exists a sequence [Tn] of compact operators on
L2(X, +) such that limn   Tn=1 in the strong operator topology and
lim
n  
sup[&[Tn , Mf]&C : # Lip(X ), L( f )1]=0.
Then the measure + is C (0)-discrete.
Proof. (a) Let P be a finite-rank projection on L2(X, +) and let =>0.
By the assumption, there is a unitary operator U: L2(X, +)  l2+ such that
sup[&Mf &U* diag( f (xn))n=1 U&C : # Lip(X ), L( f )1]=2, (3.9)
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where [xn] is a sequence in X. For each k # N, let Fk : l2+  [(c1 , ..., ck ,
0, 0, ...) : c1 , ..., ck # C] be the orthogonal projection. Since rank(P)<,
there is a k0 such that &(1&U*Fk0U)P&=. Since U*Fk0U commutes with
U* diag( f (xn))n=1 U, we see from (3.9) that Q=U*Fk0U has the property
that &[Q, Mf]&C=L( f ).
(b) Replacing [Tn] by a sequence of suitable convex combinations
of these operators if necessary, we may upgrade the known weak con-
vergence Tn*  1 to strong convergence. Thus we may as well assume
Tn=Tn*. Let . # C 0 (R) be such that 0.1, .=1 on [12, 32] and
.=0 on (&, 14]. The last condition implies rank(.(Tn))< because
Tn is compact. Also, 0.(Tn)1 and .(Tn)  .(1)=1 strongly. There-
fore we may further assume 0Tn1 and rank(Tn)<, for otherwise
Lemma 1.2 allows us to replace [Tn] by [.(Tn)].
By Lemma 3.2, to complete the proof it suffices to show that for any
N # N and =>0, there exist an N$>N and an operator B such that
PNBPN$ and &[B, Mf]&C=L( f ), f # Lip(X ). Choose an n0 such
that &Tn0&(1&PN) Tn0(1&PN)&PN &1=6 and &[Tn0 , Mf]&C=L( f )3,
the former being possible because Tn  1 strongly and rank(PN) < .
Now since rank(Tn0)<, we may pick an N$>N such that
&(PN$&PN) Tn0(PN$&PN)&(1&PN) Tn0(1&PN)&1=6. It is easy to
check that B=(PN$&PN) Tn0(PN$&PN)+PN has the desired properties. K
Corollary 3.4. The measure + is always C -discrete.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 1.5(i) that &[Mf , Pn]&C=&[Mf , Pn]&
2L( f )n. K
For a given norm ideal C of compact operators on L2(X, +), + is said to
be C-discrete in the weak sense if the following holds true: For any =>0,
there is a unitary operator U : L2(X, +)  l2+ and a sequence [xn] in X such
that Mf &U*diag( f (xn))n=1 U # C and &Mf &U* diag( f (xn))

n=1 U&C
=L( f ) for every f # Lip(X ). In other words, the definition for C-discreteness
in the weak sense is exactly that for C-discreteness except for the
requirements that U*l0+/L
(X, +) and that [xk] be a recurrent sequence
in 7(+).
Theorem 3.5. For any norm ideal C of compact operators on L2(X, +),
the following are equivalent:
(i) + is C (0)-discrete.
(ii) + is C-discrete.
(iii) + is C-discrete in the weak sense.
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Proof. Obviously we only need to show that (iii) implies (i). Repeating
the argument in the proof of part (a) of Theorem 3.3, we see that,
when + is C-discrete in the weak sense, there is a sequence of finite-rank
orthogonal projections [Qn ] on L2 (X, +) such that Qn  1 strongly and
sup[&[Qn , Mf]&C : # Lip(X ), L( f )1]  0. Then apply part (b) of the
same theorem. K
4. SOME TECHNICAL TOOLS
In this section, we continue to assume that (X, d) is a compact metric
space and that + # Mess(X ) with +(X )>0. For a Borel set E/X, let us
define the Borel measure +E on X by the formula
+E (G)=+(E & G).
We emphasize that +E is a measure on X, not just on E. We will, however,
identify the Hilbert spaces L2(X, +E), L2(E, +E), L2(E, +) and /EL2(X, +) in
the natural way. Although + # Mess(X ), it does not necessarily follow that
+E # Mess(X ). For a norm ideal C of compact operators on L2(X, +), we
define CE=M/ECM/E on L
2(X, +E).
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that C is a norm ideal of compact operators
on L2(X, +) such that + is C-discrete. Then for any Borel set E/X such that
+(E)>0 and +E # Mess(X ), +E is CE-discrete.
Proof. By Theorem 3.3(a), there is a sequence of finite-rank
orthogonal projections [Qn ] on L2 (X, +) such that Qn  1 strongly and
sup[&[Qn , Mf]&C : # Lip(X ), L( f )1]  0. We have M/E Qn M/E  1
strongly on L2(X, +E) and &[M/E QnM/E , Mf]&CE=&M/E[Qn , Mf]M/E&C
&[Qn , Mf]&C . Hence the proposition now follows from Theorem 3.3(b). K
We can decompose the measure + as +=+p++c , where +p consists
purely of point masses and +c is free of point masses. It is trivial that
+c # Mess(X ). There is a set Ec/X such that X"Ec is at most countable and
+c=+Ec .
Proposition 4.2. Let C be a norm ideal of compact operators on
L2(X, +). Then + is C-discrete if and only if either the measure +c=+Ec is
CEc -discrete or +c(X )=0.
Proof. The ‘‘only if ’’ part follows from Proposition 4.1. On the other
hand, if +c is CEc -discrete, one easily deduces that + is C-discrete in the weak
sense as defined in the preceding section. Then apply Theorem 3.5. K
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Proposition 4.3. Suppose that + has no point masses. Let C be a norm
ideal of compact operators on L2(X, +).
(a) Suppose that there exists a finite or countable collection [E1 , E2 , ...]
of Borel subsets in X such that +(X"k Ek)=0 and +(Ek)>0 for every k.
Furthermore, suppose every +Ek is CEk -discrete. Then + is C-discrete.
(b) Suppose that + has the following property : For every Borel set
E/X with +(E)>0, there is a Borel set E $/E with +(E $)>0 such that +E $
is CE $ -discrete. Then + is C-discrete.
Proof. (a) By Proposition 4.1, it suffices to consider the case where
E1 , E2 , ... are pairwise disjoint. Therefore L2(X, +) = L2(X, +E1)
L2(X, +E2) } } } . Applying Theorem 3.3(a) on each L
2(X, +Ek), it is now
routine to produce a sequence [Qn] of finite-rank orthogonal projections
on L2(X, +) such that Qn  1 strongly and &[Qn , Mf]&CL( f )n. An
application of Theorem 3.3(b) completes the proof.
(b) Suppose that +(X)>0. Let S denote the collection of Borel
sets B/X such that +(B)>0 and +B is CB-discrete. Our assumption
ensures that S{<. Let B1 , B2 , ... be elements in S such that +(Bn) 
supB # S +(B). It follows from (a) that B =n Bn # S. Note that +(B )
+(B) for every B # S. Now if E=X"B had a positive measure, then, by our
assumption, there would be an E $ # S such that E $/X"B . It follows from
(a) that B _ E $ # S. This leads to the contradiction +(B )+(B _ E $)>
+(B ). Hence +(X"B )=0, which means + is C-discrete. K
While Theorem 3.3 is quite useful, to apply it to concrete measures and
norm ideals, one needs to verify something like limn   sup[&[Tn , Mf]&C :
f # Lip(X ), L( f )1]=0. In some cases, it is easy to find such Tn ’s.
However in many interesting cases it is difficult to make &[Tn , Mf]&C
small with any Tn that one can explicitly construct. We will show in the
rest of the section that Theorem 3.3 can be refined so that for certain + and
C one can prove the C-discreteness of + by showing something which is
apparently much weaker than &[Tn , Mf]&C  0.
Lemma 4.4. Let H be an infinite dimensional Hilbert space and let
[e1 , ..., en , ...] be an orthonormal basis in H. For each n=1, 2, ..., define the
orthogonal projection
Pn=e1 e1+ } } } +enen .
Let n1 , ..., nk be natural numbers and let A1 , ..., Ak be operators on H such
that
rank(Aj)nj , j=1, ..., k.
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Then for any norm ideal C of compact operators on H, we have
&A1+ } } } +Ak &C&&A1&Pn1+ } } } +&Ak&Pnk &C .
Proof. By Lemma II.4.1 of [10],

n
j=1
sj (A1+ } } } +Ak) 
n
j=1
(sj (A1)+ } } } +sj (Ak)).
It is easy to check that sj (A1)+ } } } +sj (Ak)sj (&A1&Pn1+ } } } +&Ak&Pnk).
Therefore the lemma follows from Lemma III.3.1 of [10]. K
Recall that for a norm ideal C of compact operators on a Hilbert space
H, if C{C1 , then C (0){C1 . It is known that the dual C$ of C (0) is a norm
ideal of compact operators on H [10, Theorem III.12.2] if C (0){C1 . The
duality between C (0) and C$ is given by the relation
sup[ |tr(XY )|: X # C (0), &X&C=1]=&Y&C $ , Y # C$.
Proposition 4.5. Suppose that (X, d ) is a compact metric space and that
+ # Mess(X ). Suppose that C is a norm ideal of compact operators on
L2(X, +) which is not the trace class. Let [e1 , ..., ek , ...] be an orthonormal
basis in L2(X, +) and let
Pk=e1e1+ } } } +ek ek , k=1, 2, ....
Suppose that there exist a sequence [kn]n=n0 of natural numbers tending to
infinity, a sequence [an]n=n0 of positive numbers tending to 0, and a natural
number C such that the following two conditions are satisfied:
(i) For every Z # C$ and every nn0 , infin ai |tr(Pki Z)|=0.
(ii) For any nn0 , there exist pairwise disjoint Borel sets
E(n, 1), ..., E(n, k$n) with k$nCkn such that +(X"k$nj=1 E(n, j))=0 and
d(E(n, j))an , 1jk$n . Then the measure + is C-discrete.
Proof. For each nn0 , let Qn be the orthogonal projection from
L2(X, +) onto the linear span of [/E(n, 1) , ..., /E(n, k$n)]. Since an  0, it
follows from Lemma 1.5 that Qn  1 strongly. By Theorem 3.3(b), to show
that + is C-discrete, it suffices to show that for any N>n0 and =>0, there
exist integers n1 , ..., n&N and *1 , ..., *& # [0, 1] with *1+ } } } +*&=1 such
that &[&i=1 *iQni , Mf]&C=L( f ), f # Lip(X ).
For the given N, let 1 be the convex hull of [anP2Ckn: nN]. We claim
that
inf
iN
ai |tr(P2Cki Y )|=0 (4.1)
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whenever Y # C$. In fact Lemma II.4.1 of [10] tells us that |tr(P2Cki Y )|
2Ckij=1 sj (Y ), which does not exceed 2C 
ki
j=1 sj (Y ) because s1(Y )
} } } sj (Y ) } } } . Now there exist isometries U and V such that
U*YV=Y =j=1 sj (Y )ejej . Thus Y # C$ and, by our assumption,
infiN ai kij=1 sj (Y )=infiN ai |tr(Pki Y )|=0. This verifies (4.1).
Therefore the convex set 1 cannot be separated from 0 by any con-
tinuous functional on C (0). It follows from the HahnBanach separation
theorem that 0 is contained in the & }&C -closure of 1. This implies that
there exist n1 , ..., n&N and *1 , ..., *& # [0, 1] with *1+ } } } +*&=1 such
that &&i=1 *iani P2Ckni &C=2. Since rank([Qn , Mf])2 rank(Qn)
2k$n2Ckn , it follows from Lemma 4.4 that if f # Lip(X ), then
"_ :
&
i=1
*iQni , Mf&"C=" :
&
i=1
*i[Qni , Mf]"C
" :
&
i=1
*i&[Qni , Mf]&P2Ckni"C . (4.2)
By Lemma 1.5(i), &[Qn , Mf]&2L( f ) max1jk$n d(E(n, j))2anL( f ).
Therefore we have &i=1 *i&[Qni , Mf]&P2Ckni=2L( f )B 
&
i=1 *iani P2Ckni ,
where B is an operator with &B&1. This implies that (4.2) does not
exceed &2L( f ) &i=1 *i ani P2Ckni &C=L( f ). This completes the proof. K
Definition 4.6. Let C be a norm ideal of compact operators on a
Hilbert space H which is not the trace class. Let w be a continuous function
on (0,1] such that 0<w(t)1 for every t # (0, 1]. We say that C and w are
compatible if for every Y # C$ we have
lim inf
n  
1
2n
:
1 j1w(12n)
sj (Y )=0.
Proposition 4.7. Let w be a continuous function on (0,1] such that
0<w(t)1 for every t # (0, 1]. Suppose that (Z, d ) is a compact metric
space and that X is a compact subset of Z equipped with the inherited metric.
Furthermore, suppose that there exists a regular Borel measure | on Z such
that
0<lim inf
r a 0
|(B(x, r))
w(r)
 for every x # X.
(Here B(x, r)=[z # Z: d(x, z)<r].) For any + # Mess(X ) and any norm
ideal C of compact operators on L2(X, +) which is not the trace class, if C
and w are compatible in the sense of Definition 4.6, then + is C-discrete.
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Proof. For each \>0, define the function .\(z) = inf0<r\
|(B(z, r))w(r) on Z. Also define 2(\, ;)=[z # Z : .\(z);] for \>0 and
;>0. Then 2(\, ;) is closed. To justify this assertion, let [zn]/2(\, ;) be
a sequence such that zn  !. For each pair t<r in the interval (0, \], we have
B(!, r)#B(zn , t) when n is sufficiently large. Hence |(B(!, r))w(t)
lim supn   |(B(zn , t))w(t);. It now follows from the continuity of w that
|(B(!, r))w(r); whenever 0<r\. Therefore ! # 2(\, ;). Combining the
assumption of the proposition with the obvious fact that .\.\$ when
\\$, we conclude that limn   .1n (x)>0 for every x # X. This implies that
X/n, m=1 2(1n, 1m).
Let + and C be given as in the statement of the proposition. By Proposition
4.2, we only need to consider the case where + is free of point masses. Suppose
that E is a Borel set in X with +(E)>0. To prove the theorem, according to
Proposition 4.3, it suffices to find a Borel set E $/E with +(E $)>0 such that
+E $ is CE $ -discrete.
There exist N, M # N such that +(E & 2(1N, 1M))>0. By the regularity
of +, there is a compact subset K in E & 2(1N, 1M) such that +(K)>0. For
any x # K and r # (0, 1N], |(B(x, r))w(r).1N(x)1M. We claim that
we can take this K as the desired E $. In other words, to prove the theorem,
it suffices to show that +K is CK-discrete.
Let b=1M and let n0 # N be such that 12n0<1N. By the compact-
ness of K, for each nn0 , there exist x1 , ..., xk # K such that K/
kj=1 B(xj , 12
n+3). Let [ y1 , ..., yk$ n] be a maximal subset of [x1 , ..., xk]
such that B( yi , 12n+3) & B( yj , 12n+3)=< if i{ j. The maximality
of [ y1 , ..., yk$n] implies that each B(x& , 12
n+3) intersects at least one
B( yj , 12n+3). Consequently K/k
$n
j=1 B( yj , 12
n+1). From this it is routine
to produce pairwise disjoint Borel sets E(n, 1), ..., E(n, k$n) such
that K=E(n, 1) _ ... _ E(n, k$n) and d(E(n, j))d(B( yj , 12n+1))12n,
j = 1, ..., k$n . When n  n0 , since yj ’s belong to K, we have
|(B( yj , 12n+3))w(12n+3)b. Since B( y1 , 12n+3), ..., B( yk$n , 12
n+3) are
pairwise disjoint, we have
k$n :
k$n
j=1
|(B( yj , 12n+3))
w(12n+3)b
=
1
w(12n+3)b
| \ .
k$n
j=1
B( yj , 12n+3)+

|(Z)
w(12n+3)b
. (4.3)
As usual, for a real number R, [R] denotes the largest integer not exceed-
ing R. For n=1, 2, ..., we set
kn=[1w(12n+3)] and an=12n.
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If C is an integer greater than 2|(Z)b&1, then, by (4.3), k$nCkn whenever
nn0 . Let [e1 , ..., ek , ...] be an orthonormal basis in L2(X, +K)=L2(K, +)
and define the orthogonal projections Pn = nj=1 ejej , n=1, 2, ... .
Let Y # (CK)$ be given and suppose that Y=j=1 sj (Y )ujvj , where
[uj] and [vj] are orthonormal sets in L2(X, +K). By Lemma II.4.1 of [10],
an |tr(Pkn Y )|an :
kn
j=1
sj (Y )=8_
1
2n+3
:
1 j1w(12n+3)
sj (Y ). (4.4)
If we think of Y as an operator on L2(X, +) by regarding [uj] and [vj] as
orthonormal sets in L2(X, +) in the usual way, then, of course, Y # C$.
Therefore the assumption that C and w are compatible means that
lim inf
n  
1
2n
:
1 j1w(12n)
sj (Y )=0.
This and (4.4) imply that infn& an |tr(Pkn Y )|=0 for any &n0 and any
Y # (CK)$. According to Proposition 4.5, this means +K is (CK)-discrete. K
5. LIPSCHITZ MAPS AND DIAGONALIZATION
Recall that on any given infinite dimensional Hilbert space H, each sym-
metric gauge function 8 generates a norm ideal C8(H ), the collection of
compact operators A on H satisfying the condition supn 8(s1(A), ..., sn(A),
0, ..., 0, ...)< [10,17]. If H1 and H2 are Hilbert spaces and U: H1  H2
is a unitary operator, then for any given symmetric gauge function 8, we
obviously have UC8(H1)U*=C8(H2). That is, for a given 8, one may
speak of the norm ideal C8 of compact operators without referring to the
underlying Hilbert space. Alternately, one may regard C8 as a ‘‘universal’’
object. Because of this universality, it makes sense to consider and compare
the C8-discreteness of measures on different metric spaces.
Suppose that (X1 , d1) and (X2 , d2) are two metric spaces. A Lipschitz
map F : X1  X2 is a map which has the property that L(F )=
supx{y d2(F(x), F( y))d1(x, y)<.
Theorem 5.1. Let 8 be a given symmetric gauge function. Suppose that
(X1 , d1) and (X2 , d2) are compact metric spaces and that there is a surjective
Lipschitz map F: X1  X2 . If (X1 , d1) has the property that every regular
Borel measure without point masses on X1 is C8 -discrete, then (X2 , d2) has
the same property.
Proof. Let +2 be a regular Borel measure on X2 . By the surjectivity of
F and a routine argument involving functionals, there is a (positive) regular
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Borel measure +1 on X1 such that X1 . b F d+1=X2 . d+2 , . # C(X2). Thus
the map V.=. b F extends to an isometry from L2(X2 , +2) into
L2(X1 , +1). For i=1, 2, let Mi denote the multiplication on L2(Xi , +i).
Then VM 2.=M
1
. b F V, . # C(X2).
Let =>0 be given. Because the continuous part of +1 is C8 -discrete, there
exist a sequence [xk] in X1 and a unitary operator U: L2(X1 , +1)  l2+
such that
&M 1g&U* diag(g(xk))k=1 U&C8=L(g)8(1+L(F )), g # Lip(X1).
Write Df for U* diag( f (F(xk)))k=1 U, f # Lip(X2). Let Q=VV*. Then
&M 2f &V*Df V&C8&VM
2
f V*&DfQ&C8&VM
2
f &DfV&C8
=L( f )8. (5.1)
Since (1&Q)V=0, the above implies &(1&Q)Df Q&C8=L( f )8 and,
therefore, &[Df , Q]&C8=L( f )4.
Suppose that T commutes with Df and &T&1. Then, by (5.1),
&[M 2f , V*TV]&C8&[V*DfV, V*TV]&C8+=L( f )4. Since QV=V and
[Df , T]=0, we have [V*DfV, V*TV]=V*([Df , Q]T&T[Q, Df])V.
Hence
&[M 2f , V*TV]&C83=L( f )4. (5.2)
Now we may replace T in the above by a sequence [Tn] of finite-rank
projections which commute with [U* diag(g(xk))k=1 U : g # C(X1)] and
which converge to 1 strongly on L2(X1 , +1). But then V*Tn V  1 strongly
on L2(X2 , +2). Combing this with (5.2), the proof is complete upon citing
Theorem 3.3(b). K
6. HAUSDORFF DIMENSIONS AND RELATED NORM IDEALS
With [7, 1921] in mind, let us examine how the Hausdorff dimensional
properties of X match up with the ideals Cp and Cp&0.
Theorem 6.1. Let 1<p< be a positive number. Suppose that (X, d ) is
a compact metric space such that Hp(X )<. Then every + # Mess(X ) is
Cp-discrete.
Proof. For each n # N, write X as the union of pairwise disjoint non-empty
Borel sets E(n, 1), ..., E(n, k(n)) satisfying the conditions d(E(n, j))1n,
j=1, ..., k(n), and k(n)j=1 [d(E(n, j))]
p1+Hp(X ). Given + # Mess(X ),
define the orthogonal projection Pn=P+, n on L2(X, +) by the formula
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Pn=+(E(n, j)){0 (+(E(n, j))&1 /E(n, j) /E(n, j) . Straigthforward estimates
show that
&[Mf , Pn]&p2(1+Hp(X ))1pL( f ) and &[Mf , Pn]&2L( f )n. (6.1)
Also, Pn  1 strongly.
Recall that if [Xn] is a sequence of operators with a uniform bound
&Xn&pM, then limn   &n&1(X1  } } } Xn)&p=0. Combining this
property of Cp with (6.1) and using arguments from page 96 of [20], it is
easy to show that for any =>0 and n0 # N, there exist integers n1 , ..., n&
greater than n0 such that &[Mf , (1&) &i=1 Pni]&p=L( f ). An application
of Theorem 3.3(b) completes the proof. K
Let (X, d ) be a _-compact metric space. For each p # [1, ) and B/X,
we introduce the quantity
Hp&0(B)=lim
$ a 0
inf {_ :

n=1
d(En)
n1&1p&
p
: B/ .

n=1
En ,
$d(E1) } } } d(En) } } } = .
It is obvious that H1=H1&0 on every _-compact metric space. For any
given a1 } } } an0, the inequality ak(kj=1 j
&1+1p)nj=1 aj j
&1+1p
holds for every 1kn. From this it is easy to deduce that for each
p # [1, ), there is an absolute constant 0<Cp< such that Hp(E)
CpHp&0(E) for any Borel set E in any _-compact metric space. On the
other hand, for each k # N, there is a Bk>0 such that if F is a compact
set in Rk, then
Hk&0(F )BkHk(F ).
This is beacuse, with respect to Hk , such an F can be approximated in Rk
by cubes of equal size. In particular a regular Borel measure + on Rk is
singular to Hk if and only if it is ‘‘singular’’ to Hk&0.
Theorem 6.2. Let 1p< be a positive number. Suppose that (X, d )
is a compact metric space such that Hp&0(X )=0. Then every + # Mess(X ) is
Cp&0-discrete.
Proof. For each n # N, write X as the union of pairwise disjoint Borel
sets E(n, 1), ..., E(n, kn) satisfying the conditions 1nd(E(n, 1))
d(E(n, 2)) } } } d(E(n, kn)) and knj=1 d(E(n, j))j
( p&1)p12n. Given
+ # Mess(X ), let Pn=Pn, + be the orthogonal projection from L2(X, +)
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onto the linear span of /E(n, 1) , ..., /E(n, kn) . It follows from the condi-
tion d(E(n, j))1n and Lemma 1.5 that Pn  1 strongly. Straightforward
estimates show &[Mf , Pn]&p&0L( f )n if f # Lip(X ). Thus the theorem
follows from Theorem 3.3(b). K
7. IDEALS NOT CONTAINED IN Cp&0
Motivated by a theorem of Kuroda [14], Bercovici and Voiculescu
proved in [1] that any commuting n-tuple of self-adjoint operator
(A1 , ..., An) is simultaneously diagonalizable modulo any norm ideal which
is not contained in Cn&0. Our next theorem takes a further step along this
line.
Theorem 7.1. Let 1p< be a positive number. Suppose that (Z, d )
is a compact metric space and that X is a compact subspace of Z equipped
with the inherited metric d. Suppose further that there is a regular Borel
measure | on Z such that
0<lim inf
r a 0
|(B(x, r))
r p

for every x # X. Then for any + # Mess(X ) and for any norm ideal C of com-
pact operators on L2(X, +) which is not contained in Cp&0 , + is C-discrete.
Proof. Let wp(t)=t p for 0<t1. Suppose that H is a Hilbert space
and that C is a norm ideal of compact operators on H which is not con-
tained in Cp&0. Then, of course, C necessarily differs from the trace class.
By Proposition 4.7, it suffices to show that C and wp are compatible in the
sense of Definition 4.6. That is, it suffices to show that for any given
Y=j=1 sj (Y ) uj vj # C$, where [u1 , ..., un , ...] and [v1 , ..., vn , ...] are
orthonormal sets in H, we have
lim inf
n  
1
2n
:
1 j1wp(12n)
sj (Y )=lim inf
n  
1
2n
:
1 j(2n) p
sj (Y )=0. (7.1)
It is easy to see that if (2n) pk<(2n+1) p, then
1
2n
:
1j(2n)p
sj (Y )
1
2n
:
k
j=1
sj (Y )2p
kj=1 sj (Y )
kj=1 j
&1+1p .
Writing Bk=kj=1 j
&1+1p and BYk =
k
j=1 sj (Y ) for k=1, 2, ... , (7.1) will
follow if we can show that
lim inf
k  
BYk Bk=0. (7.2)
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Since C is not contained in Cp&0 , there exists a descending sequence
#1 } } } #j } } } 0 (7.3)
such that j=1 #jj
1&1p= and T=j=1 #j vj uj # C. Thus
lim
n  
[(#1&#2)B1+(#2&#3)B2+ } } } +(#n&1&#n)Bn&1+#n Bn]
= lim
n  
:
n
j=1
#j
j 1&1p
=. (7.4)
Let Tn=nj=1 #jvjuj , n=1, 2, ... . Obviously &Tn&C&T&C . Because
Y belongs to the dual of C (0), we have nj=1 #jsj (Y )=tr(TnY )
&Tn&C &Y&C $&T&C &Y&C $ . That is,
lim
n  
[(#1&#2)BY1 +(#2&#3)B
Y
2 + } } } +(#n&1&#n)B
Y
n&1+#nB
Y
n ]
= lim
n  
:
n
j=1
#j sj (Y )&T&C &Y&C $ .
Because of (7.3), a comparison of this with (7.4) yields (7.2). K
Corollary 7.2. Let n1 be an integer. Suppose that + is a compactly
supported regular Borel measure on Rn whose support and essential support
coincide. Then for any norm ideal C of compact operators on L2(Rn, +)=
L2(7(+), +) which is not contained in Cn&0 , + is C-discrete.
Proof. Suppose that 7(+) is contained in some cube Z=[a1 , b1]_ } } } _
[an , bn]. With the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure mn , we have
lim infr a 0 mn(B(x, r))r
n>0 for every x # Z. Now apply Theorem 7.1. K
Corollary 7.3. Let 1p<. Suppose that (X, d ) is a compact metric
space and that + # Mess(X ). Furthermore, suppose that there is a Borel set
G/X with +(G)=0 such that
0<lim inf
r a 0
+(B(x, r))
r p
 (7.5)
for every x # X"G. Then for any norm ideal C of compact operators on
L2(X, +) which is not contained in Cp&0 , + is C-discrete.
Proof. Decompose + as +=+0+&, where +0 consists purely of point
masses and & is free of point masses. By Proposition 4.2, it suffices to
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consider the case where &(X )>0 and to show that & is C-discrete for every
C not contained in Cp&0. Let E/X be a Borel set with &(E)>0. Again, by
Proposition 4.3, it suffices to produce a Borel subset E$ /E with &(E$ )>0
such that &E$ is CE$ -discrete. Our assumption implies that &(E & (X"G))=
&(E)>0. Let K/E & (X"G) be a compact set such that &(K)>0. This K
is our desired E$ . In fact (7.5) holds for every x # K. Hence it follows from
Theorem 7.1 that &K is CK-discrete. K
8. DIAGONALIZATION MODULO Cp AND Cp+0
We proved in Section 6 that for 1<p<, if (X, d ) has finite p-dimen-
sional Hausdorff measure, then every + # Mess(X ) is Cp-discrete. In this sec-
tion we will show that there are spaces X whose p-dimensional Hausdorff
measure is far from being _-finite which also have the property that every
+ # Mess(X ) is Cp-discrete. Let us first introduce a class of weight functions
which we will use to describe measure densities in this section. Let
W=[’ # C[0, 1] : ’ is non-decreasing, ’(0)=0,
and ’(t)>0 for all t # (0, 1]].
Theorem 8.1. Suppose that 1<p< is a positive number and that
’ # W is a function with the property
|
1
0
(’(t))1( p&1)
t
dt=.
Suppose that (Z, d ) is a compact metric space and that X is a compact sub-
space of Z equipped with the inherited metric. Furthermore, suppose that
there is a regular Borel measure | on Z such that
0<lim inf
r a 0
|(B(x, r))
r p’(r)

for every x # X. Then every + # Mess(X ) is Cp -discrete.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume 0’(t)1 on [0,1].
We have
:

n=1
(’(12n))1( p&1) :

n=1
1
log 2 |
2&n
2&n&1
(’(t))1( p&1)
t
dt=
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because ’ is non-decreasing. Let us first prove the following general claim:
If [;n] is a sequence of non-negative numbers for which there are k0>0
and c>0 such that
:
[2pk’(12k)]
j=1
;jc2k whenever kk0 ,
then j=1 ;
p( p&1)
j =. (Again, [R] denotes the largest integer not
exceeding R.)
Define descending sequences [#j] and [Jj] as follows: For [2 p(n&1)
’(12n&1)]j<[2 pn’(12n)], n=1, 2, ... , we set
#j=
1
2n
_
(’(12n))1( p&1)
ni=1 (’(12
i))1( p&1)
and Jj=
’(12n)
2n( p&1)
.
Then it is easy to verify that
:j #jJj is comparable to :

n=1
(’(12n))1( p&1)
ni=1 (’(12
i))1( p&1)
,
which is infinity because n=1 (’(12
n))1( p&1)=. By design,
[2kp’(12k)]j=1 Jj2
k+1. Now if [2kp’(12k)]j=1 ;jc2
k for all kk0 , then
nj=1 ;j(c4) 
n
j=1 Jj when n>[2
pk0’(12k0)]. Since #1 } } } #j } } } ,
this implies j=1 #j;j=. Contrasting this with the fact that
:
j
#pj is comparable to :

n=1
(’(12n))1( p&1)
[ni=1 (’(12
i))1( p&1)] p
,
which is finite, we have j ;p( p&1)j = as claimed.
Now define wp, ’(t)=t p’(t), 0<t1. By Proposition 4.7, it suffices to
show that Cp and wp, ’ are compatible in the sense of Definition 4.6. Let
Y # C$p=Cp( p&1) . Since j=1(sj (Y ))
p( p&1)<, it follows from the claim
we proved above that
inf
nN
1
2n
:
1 j1wp, ’(12n)
sj (Y )= inf
nN
1
2n
:
[2pn’(12n)]
j=1
sj (Y )=0
for every N # N. Therefore Cp and wp, ’ are compatible. K
In the case p=2, we have the following no-go results for diagonalization
which provide a sharp contrast to Theorem 8.1.
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Suppose that + is a compactly supported regular Borel measure on
some Rn. Then for each j=1, ..., n, we denote by M +j the operator on
L2(Rn, +) of the multiplication by the j-th coordinate function. That is,
(M +j f )(x1 , ..., xn)=xj f (x1 , ..., xn).
Theorem 8.2. Suppose that + is a compactly supported regular Borel
measure on Rn. Furthermore, suppose that there is a Borel set G/Rn with
+(G)>0 such that
|
1
0
+(B(x, t))
t3
dt<
for every x # G. Then for any commuting tuple (D1 , ..., Dn) of diagonal
operators on L2(Rn, +), there is a j # [1, ..., n] such that M +j &Dj  C2 .
Proof. By Proposition 2.1 of [21], it suffices to show that there exist
HilbertSchmidt operators B1 , ..., Bn on L2(Rn, +) such that nj=1 [M
+
j , Bj]
=/E/E , where E is a Borel set with +(E)>0.
There exist a C>0 and a Borel subset E/G with d(E)1 and +(E)>0
such that
|
1
0
+(B(x, t))
t3
dt=.(x)C for every x # E.
Obviously + has no point masses on E. For j=1, .., n and distinct x, y in E,
define Kj (x, y)=(xj&yj)|x&y| 2, where x=(x1 , ..., xn), y=( y1 , ..., yn), and
| } | denotes the Euclidian metric on Rn. We also define Kj (x, y)=0 if either
x  E, or y  E, or x=y. Since we assume d(E)1, for distinct points x and
y in E, we have
|Kj (x, y)| 2
1
|x&y| 2
= :

k=1
1
|x&y| 2
/(12k, 12k&1]( |x&y| ).
An easy estimate shows that for every x # E,
|
Rn
|Kj (x, y)| 2 d+( y) :

k=1
+(B(x, 2&k+1))
(2&k)2
4+(Rn)+16 :

k=1
+(B(x, 2&k))
log 2(2&k+1)2 |
2&k+1
2&k
1
t
dt
=4+(Rn)+
16
log 2 |
1
0
+(B(x, t))
t3
dt4+(Rn)+
16
log 2
C.
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It follows from the above estimate that for each j=1, ..., n, the formula
(Bjg)(x)=|
Rn
Kj (x, y) g( y) d+( y)
defines a HilbertSchmidt operator on L2(Rn, +). Since + has no point masses
on E, (+_+)([(x, x): x # E])=0. Hence it follows from the definition of
B1 , ..., Bn that nj=1[M
+
j , Bj]=/E/E . K
The following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 8.2.
Corollary 8.3. If + is a compactly supported regular Borel measure on
Rn for which there exist an ’ # W with 10 (’(t)t)dt< and a Borel set E with
+(E)>0 such that 0lim supr a 0 +(B(x, r))r2’(r)< for every x # E, then
the tuple [M +1 , ..., M
+
n ] is not simultaneously diagonalizable modulo C2 .
We will now consider diagonalization modulo Cp+0.
Theorem 8.4. Suppose that 1<p< and that ’ # W has the property
|
1
0
(’(t))1p
t
dt=.
Suppose that (Z, d ) is a compact metric space and that X is a compact subset
of Z equipped with the inherited metric. Furthermore, suppose that there exists
a regular Borel measure | on Z such that
0<lim inf
r a 0
|(B(x, r))
r p’(r)
 for every x # X.
Then every + # Mess(X ) is Cp+0-discrete.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that ’(1)=1. Define
w(t)=t p’(t), 0<t1. Again, for R # R, [R] denotes the largest integer not
exceeding R. For n=1, 2, 3, ... and [1w(12n&1)]j<[1w(12n)], define
#j=(w(12n))1p=
(’(12n))1p
2n
and Jj=2nw(12n)=
’(12n)
2n( p&1)
.
Note that j=1 #jJjrn=1 (’(12n))1p=. Let Bk=kj=1 Jj , k # N. Then
lim
k  
[(#1&#2)B1+ } } } +(#k&1&#k)Bk&1+#k Bk]
= lim
k  
:
k
j=1
#jJj=. (8.1)
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For [1w(12n)]+l=k<[1w(12n+1)] where n # N and l # Z+ , we have
:
k
j=1
#j= :
n
&=1
:
[1w(12&)]&1
j=[1w(12&&1)]
#j+ :
[1w(12n)]+l
j=[1w(12n)]
#j
 :
n
&=1
(w(12&))&1+1p+k } (w(12n+1))1p
 :
n
&=1
2( p&1)&
(’(12&))( p&1)p
+kk1p

2 p&1
2 p&1&1
_(1w(12n))( p&1)p+k( p&1)p
\ 2
p
2 p&1&1
+1+ k ( p&1)p. (8.2)
Let H be an arbitrary infinite dimensional Hilbert space. According to
Proposition 4.7, to prove the theorem, it suffices to show that Cp+0=
Cp+0(H ) and w are compatible in the sense of Definition 4.6. That is, given
Y=j=1 sj (Y )ujvj # C$p+0, where [u1 , ..., uj , ...] and [v1 , ..., vj , ...] are
orthonormal sets in H, we must show that
lim inf
n  
1
2n
:
[1w(12n)]
j=1
sj (Y )=0. (8.3)
Define T=j=1 #jvjuj and Tn=
n
j=1 #jvjuj , n=1, 2, ... . It follows
from (8.2) that T # Cp+0 . We also have &Tn&p+0&T&p+0 for every n. Let
BYk =
k
j=1 sj (Y ), k=1, 2, ... . Thus
lim
k  
[(#1&#2)BY1 + } } } +(#k&1&#k)B
Y
k&1+#k B
Y
k ]
= lim
k  
:
k
j=1
#jsj (Y )
= lim
k  
tr(Tk Y ) lim
k  
&Tk&p+0 &Y&C$p+0&T&p+0 &Y&C $p+0 .
Combining this with (8.1), we obtain
lim inf
k  
BYk Bk=0. (8.4)
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On the other hand,
B[1w(12n+1)]1+ :
n+1
&=1
:
[1w(12&)]&1
j=[1w(12&&1)]
Jj1+ :
n+1
&=1
2&=4 } 2n&1.
If [1w(12n)]k<[1w(12n+1)], then
BYk BkB
Y
[1w(12n)] B[1w(12n+1)]
1
4
_
1
2n
:
[1w(12n)]
j=1
sj (Y ).
Hence (8.3) follows from this estimate and (8.4). This completes the
proof. K
Corollary 8.5. Suppose that 1<p< and that ’ # W has the
property 10 ((’(t))
1( p&1)t) dt= (respectively 10 ((’(t))
1pt) dt=).
Suppose that (X, d) is a compact metric space and that + # Mess(X ). Further-
more, suppose that there exists a Borel set G/X with +(G)=0 such that
0<lim inf r a 0 +(B(x, r))r
p’(r) for every x # X"G. Then + is Cp-discrete
(respectively Cp+0-discrete).
This corollary can be derived in the respective cases from Theorems 8.1
and 8.4 in the same way Corollary 7.3 was derived from Theorem 7.1. We
omit the details.
9. SOME EXAMPLES OF SPACES AND MEASURES
In the last two sections, the asymptotical behavior of |(B(x, r)) as r a 0
played a central rule. However measures with the property that
|(B(x, r))tr p’(r) are not encountered everyday. To show that our results
are not vacuous, it is necessary to construct measures which have such
asymptotical behavior. As it turns out, there are plenty of such measures
and the examples that we will construct are quite easy.
We will first construct measures on totally disconnected compact subsets
of the interval [0,1]. The products of these measures will provide the
desired examples for our results in the two previous sections. We start with
the density functions of the measures that we want to construct.
Let D0 denote the collection of continuous functions h on [0,1] which
have the following properties: (i) h(0)=0, h(1)=1, and h(t)>t for every
t # (0, 1). (ii) h is strictly increasing on [0,1]. (iii) (h(s)+h(t))2<
h((s+t)2) for all s<t in [0,1].
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Proposition 9.1. Let h # D0 be given. Then there is a totally disconnec-
ted compact subset Xh in [0,1] and a regular Borel measure |h on [0,1]
which have the following properties:
(a) |h(Xh)=1 and |h([0, 1]"Xh)=0.
(b) There is a $=$(h)>0 such that for any x # Xh and any 0<r$,
12|h((x&r, x+r) & [0, 1]))h(r)6.
Proof. Let $0=1 and let $n # [0, 1] be such that h($n)=12n, n=1,
2, ... . It follows from the properties of h that $n<$n&1 2, n=1, 2, ... .
Remove the open interval of center 12 and length 1&2$1 from [0, 1]
and we obtain the closed intervals I(1, 1) and I(1, 2) of length
[1&(1&2$1)]2=$1 . Let I1 be the union of these two intervals. In
general, suppose that we have pairwise disjoint closed interval I(n, 1), ...,
I(n, 2n) of length $n in [0,1]. We let In be the union of these 2n closed inter-
vals. Now $n2>$n+1. We remove from each I(n, j) the open interval
whose center coincides with that of I(n, j) and whose length equals
$n&2$n+1. This way we obtain two closed intervals of length $n+1 from
each I(n, j) and call these intervals I(n+1, 2j&1) and I(n+1, 2j). Thus we
have pairwise disjoint closed intervals I(n+1, 1), ..., I(n+1, 2n+1) of length
$n+1. Let In+1=2
n+1
i=1 I(n+1, i). This process is repeated by induction.
Now we set Xh=n=1 In , which is compact and totally disconnected.
By a standard construction we obtain a regular Borel measure |h on [0,1]
such that |h([0, 1]"Xh)=0 and |h(I(n, j))=12n for all possible n and j.
We will now show that (b) holds true when we set, say, $=$(h)=$3 . Sup-
pose that x # Xh and r # ($n+1 , $n] are given, where n3. There is an
i0 # [1, ..., 2n+1] such that x # I(n+1, i0). Thus (x&r, x+r)#I(n+1, i0)
and |h((x&r, x+r) & [0, 1])|h(I(n+1, i0))=12n+1=h($n)2h(r)2.
On the other hand, since r$n , there are at most three j ’s such
that (x&r, x+r) & I(n, j){<. Hence |h((x&r, x+r) & [0, 1])32n=
6h($n+1)6h(r). K
Define D=[h1 ...hn: n # N, h1 , ..., hn # D0].
Corollary 9.2. Let F # D. Then there is a totally disconnected compact
subset XF of some Rn and a probability measure |F on XF which have the
following property: There exist 0<c<C< and $>0 such that
c|F ([ y # XF : |x&y|<r]))F(r)C
for all x # XF and 0<r$. Here, | } | denotes the Euclidian metric.
Proof. Suppose that F=h1 ...hn , where h1 , ..., hn # D0 . For each 1jn,
let Xhj/[0, 1] and |hj be the compact set and the measure that we
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constructed from hj in Proposition 9.1. Let XF be the product set
Xh1_ } } } _Xhn in R
n equipped with the Euclidian metric. Similarly, let |F
be the measure |h1_ } } } _|hn on XF . By Proposition 9.1, there is a $0>0
such that if 0<r$0 , then for any x=(x1 , ..., xn) # XF ,
(12)n|F \ ‘
n
j=1
[ yj # Xhj : |xj&yj |<r]+<F(r)6n.
Therefore |F ([ y # XF : |x&y|<r])F(r)6n. On the other hand,
|F ([ y # XF : |x&y|<r])F(r)
|F \ ‘
n
j=1
[ yj # Xhj : |xj&yj |<r- n]+<F(r)
(F(r- n)F(r))_(12n).
That F(r- n)F(r) has a lower bound greater than 0 follows from the con-
cavity of h1 , ..., hn . K
Let Ik denote the unit cube [0, 1]_ } } } _[0, 1] in Rk and let mk denote
the standard k-dimensional Lebesgue measure on I k. For F # D, if |F and
XF are the same as in the preceding corollary, then by a similar argument
we see that, for any k # N, there are constants 0<c=c(F, k)C=
C(F, k)< such that
c(mk_|F)(B(x, r))F(r)rkC
whenever 0<r1 and x # Ik_XF .
Consider the functions hlog (t)=4(4&log t) and g log (t)=(hlog (t))2=
(4(4&log t))2 on [0,1]. It is straightforward to verify that both functions
belong to D0 . From Proposition 9.1 we obtain Xh log and Xg log , which are
perfect, nowhere dense subsets of [0,1]. We have the product measures
m2_|h log and m2_|g log on the spaces I
2_Xh log and I
2_Xg log respectively.
Since hlog (t)t is not integrable on [0,1], it follows from Theorem 8.1
that every + # Mess(I2_Xhlog) is C2 -discrete. By contrast, since g log (t)t
is integrable on [0, 1], it follows from Theorem 8.2 that the operators
[Mx , My , Mz] of multiplication by the coordinate functions on L2(I 2_Xglog ,
m2_|g log) are not simultaneously diagonalizable modulo the Hilbert
Schmidt class. It is easy to see that
Hp&0(I 2_Xhlog)=Hp&0(I
2_Xglog)=0
for every p>2 and that I2_Xhlog and I
2_Xg log are not _-finite with respect
to H2 . (One might call these sets ‘‘puffed squares’’.) Yet with respect to
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diagonalization modulo the Hilbert-Schmidt class, one might say that
Xg log is much ‘‘denser’’ than Xh log . Theorem 8.4 asserts, however, that every
+ # Mess(I 2_Xg log) is C2+0-discrete.
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